
BOY’S PAJAMA SHIRT
This pajama shirt is definitely a classic, 
and simple to serge if you know the tricks. 
The piping accents are found everywhere 
– collar, cuffs, pocket and down the front
openings. I guess we could say this shirt is
a "study in piping"— how to start and end
piping, eliminating the cord to decrease the
bulk in a seam and curving and attaching
piping to a curve. The sleeves are set-in
using differential feed. Hemming options
are also offered.

GIRL’S GOWN
This sweet gown offers two yoke options, 
actually three. The traditional heirloom 
yoke has two options—an all-white yoke 
with red trimmings or a white center with 
red ribbons and buttons and bias-cut plaid 
sides to complete the yoke. The third option 
is a serger pintucked version using a rolled 
hem, red thread in your upper looper and 
the width of your presser foot for spacing. 
Heirloom techniques on your serger are 
amazingly easy, very neat and fast. In 
making this gown, you will create fabric 
by piecing bridgings, eyelet insertions, and 
fabrics. It is always fun to gather using 
your serger and differential feed. You will 
exercise your gathering skills on the yoke 
ruffle and the skirts. Beautiful bias neck 
bindings and easy continuous lap plackets 
are essential to heirloom clothing and your 
serger is the ticket to the success of both of 
these techniques. The sleeves have an elas-
tic casing above the eyelet edging. Several 
hem options are given – the choice is yours!
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SERGE-ALONG IMPORTANT INFO!
• READ YOUR SERGER MANUAL! There is wealth of information
in the manual that will help you understand your serger.
• In this Serge Along, for weeks 2 and 3, we will be using a 4-thread
overlock and a 3-thread narrow overlock. Know how to thread your
serger for these two stitches. We will add a 3-thread rolled hem in
week 4.

GOTTA HAVE!
Additional Serger Feet and Attachments
•• A piping foot is absolutely necessary to make and insert piping.
You really need that foot. On our BERNINA L850 it is foot L16 and
it’s clear…you gotta’ love that!
• A blind hem foot (L19) is an optional foot for these projects but
is a great foot to have in your collection. Blind hemming with your
serger overcasts the fabric edge and stitches the hem in place at the
same time.
• The right seam guide will give you "a wall" to align your fabric
edge to create the perfect seam allowance. This attachment is op-
tional, but if you have a hard time serging even seam allowances, this
was created just for you.

Notions
••In addition to all of your
general sewing notions, you will
need a Glue Pen (water-soluble
sewing glue) with lots of refills.
Or, if you are like me, you need
at least two; one at the serger,
and one at the ironing board.
Our favorite is the Sewline Glue
Pen and Sewline Glue Refills.
• Wonder Tape (double-sided
sticky wash-away tape) is great
to use with your serger. We

always say, "Wonder Tape is 
wonderful!" Your seam joins will 
always match perfectly when you 
stick them together with Wonder 
Tape first.
• The Styla water-soluble fabric
marker is our new favorite! It
draws a fine, smooth and even
line with the ceramic roller ball
as the tip.

•• MUST HAVE
• Optional
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SERGING TERMS TO KNOW
Stitch Finger
The looper threads form the stitch over the stitch finger to encase 
the edge of the fabric as you serge. The stitch finger "catches" the 
stitch and that is the reason you don’t have to have fabric under 
your needle when you serge. On the other hand, a sewing machine 
does not have a "stitch finger," therefore, fabric is needed under the 
needle to "catch" the stitch. Otherwise you end up with a bird’s nest 
of thread. If you serge with no fabric, a serger tail is formed on the 
stitch finger and extends out the back of the foot. The position of 
the stitch finger determines the "loop," along with the thread tension 
on the loopers and the blade cutting width. The stitch finger adjusts 
with your blade cutting width. If there are loops hanging off the edge 
of the edge of the fabric, adjust the blade to allow more fabric in the 
seam. If the fabric inside the seam is curling, adjust the blade to cut 
more, allowing less fabric in the seam. The BERNINA L850 has a 
"looper tweaker" better known as the mtc (micro thread control). 
This great feature allows you to tweak your loopers at any cutting 
width creating the perfect stitch.

Cutter, Knife, Blade
The cutter, knife or blade (different names for the 
same thing) can be found to the middle, right of the 
presser foot. When the knife is on, it will cut the 
edge of the fabric while you serge. When the knife 
if off, the knife will be lowered, and it will not cut. 
Most of the time your knife will be on and cutting. 
The knife or cutting width is adjusted by turning a 
numbered dial. A lower number on the dial moves 
the knife closer to the needle, creating a narrower 
seam or less fabric enclosed in the seam. A higher 
number on the dial allows a wider seam or more 
fabric enclosed in the seam. It is important to know 
that your knife cuts BEFORE your needle sews.

Toe of the Foot
The toe of the foot is the front of the presser foot that curves up. The 
toe of the foot has very important markings. On our BERNINA L850, 
the two markings near the center of the foot indicate the left and right 
needle. The single marking to the right indicates where the knife will 
cut when in the default (6) position. This marking is also 1/4" from the 
LEFT needle and can be used to align the fabric when taking a 1/4" 
seam with a 4-thread narrow overlock stitch. If the RIGHT needle is 
the outermost needle, as in a 3-thread narrow overlock stitch, the inner 
edge of the right "wall" of the foot is 1/4" from the right needle. 

Clean Finish
To clean finish a fabric edge, place 
the edge of the fabric against the 
cutter, trimming only the fabric 
fibers that extend beyond the fabric 
edge. Serging in this manner does 
not remove any fabric from the 
piece but gives you a finished edge 
that will not ravel. 
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Serger Tails
A serger tail is created 
when you serge with no 
fabric under the foot. These 
tails can be found at the be-
ginning and end of a seam. 
We will talk more about 
what to do with these tails 
in week 2.

Serge Off
When serging a seam, if you want 
to remove the fabric before the 
end of the fabric is reached, bend 
the fabric to the left and continue 
to serge until the fabric clears the 
presser foot.

SERGER SEAM ALLOWANCES
Know your seam allowances!
1. Measuring from the outside needle, find a
mark or make a mark on your presser foot
or somewhere on your serger that indicates
your desired seam allowance. Remember,
sometimes your outside needle is your left
needle as in a 4-thread overlock or 3-thread
wide overlock and sometimes your outside
needle it is the right needle as in a 3-thread
narrow overlock or a rolled hem. The seam
allowance is measured from original edge
of the fabric to the outside needle, not the
amount left in the seam after it is serged.

2. All of the seam allowances on these
patterns are 1/4". On our BERNINA L850,
there are several markings on the toe of the
foot. The two raised parallel markings that
align with the needles are the left and right
needle marks. The single groove to the right
of the needle marks is twofold; when the
blade cutting width is in the default position
(6), that indicates where the cutter will cut,
this mark also measures 1/4" from the left
needle. When the outer needle is the left
needle, align the edge of the fabric with
this mark for a 1/4" seam. There is a "wall"
along the right edge of the foot. The inside
edge of the "wall" is 1/4" from the right
needle. When the outer needle is the right
needle, align the edge of the fabric with the
inside edge of the "wall."

Conclusion for our BERNINA L850
For 1/4" seams where do I place the edge of 
the fabric?

• 4-thread overlock (left needle) = align
edge of fabric to single mark to the
right of the needle marks (Photos 1,
2 & 3). Note: When set on a 4-thread
overlock stitch, taking a 1/4" seam and
the cutter is set at default (6), the cut-
ter is skimming the edge of the fabric.

• 3-thread narrow overlock (right nee-
dle) = align edge of fabric to the inside
edge of the foot’s wall (Photos 4, 5 &
6). Note: When set on a 3-thread nar-
row overlock stitch, taking a 1/4" seam
and the cutter is set at default (6), the
cutter is cutting fabric.

Does your knife setting or blade cutting 
width affect your seam allowance? 

• No, the blade cutting width only
affects the amount of fabric that 
remains in the serged seam. 

Can I test my alignment to make sure my 
seam allowance is set correctly? 

• YES!
a. Draw a line 1/4" from the edge of
the fabric.
b. Place the edge of the fabric as indi-
cated for the desired seam allowance.
c. Serge.
d. Did the outside needle end up
on the line? If it did, your alignment
is correct (see Photos 3 & 6)!
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4-thread overlock
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3-thread narrow overlock
1/4" seam alignment




